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No longer the stuff of broomsticks, black cats and cauldrons, witchcraft is all about self-
care in a modern and often confusing world. This is the perfect book for all women looking 
to channel their inner power, make positive changes in their lives, cleanse, heal, and 
embrace a little more spirituality. Semra will teach readers how to make bespoke spells, 
construct an altar, create manifestations, moon rituals, gratitude meditations, and more. 
Blend some oils to increase your luck, use a candle manifestation to break a hex and get 
over past lovers, or make a special blend of tea to stay calm.

Featuring information on crystals, tarot, herbs, oils and much more, this is a book on cosmic 
assistance that is accessible for everyone. When you are happy and positive on the inside, 
it makes you glow on the outside, and Everyday Magic will help you do just that.
Semra Haksever was a fashion stylist for over a decade before becoming a bohemian 
entrepreneur and starting Mama Moon, a bespoke collection of magical scented candles 
and potions. She has practised reiki, crystal therapy and moon rituals for over 20 years, 
and has always held the desire to create ritualistic tools that are accessible to all. This is 
her first book.
Other Books
Blood Sex Magic, An intimate, illustrated collection of spells and stories to infuse our lives 
with ritual, history, and magic from the visionary artist and infamous witch Bri Luna, founder 
and creative director of "The Hoodwitch." Blood Sex Magic is an invitation and an 
awakening--a guide toward a life of connection to self and spirit, to the seen and unseen 
realms, and to magical traditions past and future. Born with both Mexican/Indigenous and 
African roots, Bri Luna honors the traditions of hoodoo, voodoo, tarot, nature, and root 
working, and celebrates magic that is "from dirt and blood, jewels and bones, moon and 
sun." Full of stunning photography and color illustrations, and brimming with incantations, 
spells, stories, vignettes, and warnings, Blood Sex Magic is divided into three powerful 
sections: BLOOD uncovers Bri's roots, with passages for setting boundaries, protection, and 
honoring the dead SEX reveals the art of love magic, a celebration of the goddess, lust, 
and femininity, with spells for seduction and revenge MAGIC offers meaningful daily rituals, 
including those for self-love, peace, beauty, and prosperity An instant classic and timeless 
resource for both new and experienced witches alike, this beautiful collection shows us how 
to access the untapped magic within, and encourages us to see and channel that same 
magic in the world around us.
�����. &quot; Full of stunning photography and color illustrations, and brimming with 
incantations, spells, stories, vignettes, and warnings, Blood Sex Magic is divided into three 
powerful sections: BLOOD uncovers Bri's roots, with passages for setting ..."
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